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Motivation and Background

 Joint research project by the Institute of Development
Studies (IDS) and the World Bank linking migration to
social protection frameworks or policies

 Aim of the research:
 Investigate access to formal and informal social

protection for migrants and

 identify best practices of portability of social security
benefits

 assess the overall knowledge of migration and social
protection in the north-north, north-south, and for the
first time, in the south-south context

 better understand the interactions between migration
and social protection (formal and informal)



Methodology

 Case studies of social protection frameworks
and practices in several high income
countries and in countries of the Southern
African Development Community (SADC)
(Background studies)

 Survey of Malawian migrants to the UK and
South Africa (IDS)

 Study of global migration data and portability
of social security benefits including estimates
of undocumented migrants (focus of this
presentation)



What does portability mean?

 Portability: the ability to preserve, maintain, and
transfer vested social security rights or rights in the
process of being vested, independent of nationality
and country of residence

 If not granted:

 Loss of contributions

 Double contributions

 Vesting losses (if migrant remains below minimum
requirements)

 Wage losses (if pension is based on final wage)

 Back-loading losses (if pensions have increasing
accrual rates)
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Global data on migration stocks and
bilateral social security agreements

 Main data sources:

 Migration DRC based on the 2000/01 Census round

 ILO database on international agreements (NATLEX)

 US Social Security Office

 Regimes of portability

 I: Access to and portability of social security benefits

 II: Access to social security benefits, no portability

 III: No access to social security system

 IV: Undocumented migrants (no access) (estimates are
based on available information and assumptions)
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Migration stocks
emigrants versus immigrants



About 23% of migrants move under Regime I
and most come from high-income countries
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Most south-south migrants fall into Regime II
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Within Regime II south-south migrants are worse of
then south-north (and north-north) migrants
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Some lower/middle-income countries have
successfully managed to protect their emigrants via
bilateral social security agreements
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There are also regional efforts in lower/middle
income countries though their impact is limited



Migrants from the main sending countries cannot
rely on portability of their benefits
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Current portability models are not applicable
to south-south migrants

 For example in SADC:

 Of the almost 7 million SADC emigrants only
3.6 percent (concerning only 3 countries) fall
into Regime I

 Almost 4.5 million move within the SADC
region where social security systems are
poorly developed

 Many SADC migrants move informally (the
lower bound estimate is 38 percent)



South-south migrants have to rely on limited national
provisions of social protection, limited because many migrate
illegally…



… and limited because social security systems are poorly
developed

 Most nationals are not covered by social security

 Social rights are often not part of the
constitutions

 Migrants are discriminated because their status
restricts access to social services

 Most available benefits are based on tax-
financed social assistance programs

 Portability is beyond the scope and current best
practices do not apply

 Some limited examples of portability for
employer-based occupational benefits
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Conclusion: The numbers show that social protection
for migrants depends on origin and destination

 North-north migrants are in the best position

 South-north migrants may not enjoy
portability but mostly have access to
adequate social protection services

 South-south migrants are in most
disadvantaged situation due to poorly
developed social security systems and high
illegal migration rates


